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MSE: Prioritisation of Registrations for Central Modules 

1. Initial Situation  

The MSE coordination office at OST in Rapperswil is responsible for the central theory modules. 
It collects the module registrations from all Swiss Universities of Applied Sciences (UAS) and 
applies a prioritization scheme to fill the open seats in each module. If the limit of seats is reached 
for a specific module, surplus registrations are declined. 

This leaflet explains the used prioritization scheme. 

2. Scope 

Central theory modules in the MSE in Zurich. 

3. Applied rules 

Each profile has a certain number of recommended TSM, FTP and CM modules. The principal 
is that students from a specific profile have highest priority for their recommended profiles.  

The priorities are indicated in the timetable through a colour code, as shown in Fig. 1: 

- For each profile, the modules highlighted in green have first priority. This means that stu-
dents from this specific profile are given preference over students from other profiles.  

- Modules highlighted in grey have second priority. 

- Modules highlighted in blue have third priority.  

- No color code (i.e., white) indicates least priority. 

When a student registers for a module, the registration date is logged. The student then gets a 
confirmed seat if his/her priority is higher than others. If two students have the same priority, the 
one with the earlier registration wins. 

To maximise the likelihood of a guaranteed seat, students should register as early as possible 
and choose the recommended modules for their profiles highlighted in green. Choosing mod-
ules from other profiles or other color codes reduces the chances. 
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Fig. 1: Extract from the annual timetable and color code for the priority for each profile (see this 
example on Moodle MSE: Timetables all regions) 

 

 

 

https://moodle.msengineering.ch/pluginfile.php/13601/mod_folder/content/0/MSE_timetable_Zuerich_Winterthur/AY23-24/Timetable_Zurich_Winterthur_AY_23_24.pdf?forcedownload=1
https://moodle.msengineering.ch/mod/folder/view.php?id=7934
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